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SOME ASPECTS OF THE CRITICAL PROBLEM

FOR MATROIDS

GEOFFREY P. WHITTLE

The critical problem for matroids, introduced by Crapo and Rota in

[2] provides a natural and unified setting for a broad range of extremal

combinatorial problems. A tangential fc-block over GF(q) is a simple

matroid representable over GF(.q) with critical exponent k+1 for which

every loopless minor has critical exponent as most k . Such matroids are

of central importance in the critical problem, (see for example [3] or [4]).

The thesis is primarily concerned with a study of tangential k-blocks.

The main contribution of the thesis is to develop methods by which one

begins with one tangential k-block and constructs several others. Other

topics (initially studied for their role in the critical problem) develop

their own momentun. Brown truncations and Dilworth truncations of matroids

receive attention as objects of interest in their own right.

In particular sufficient conditions are given for the simple matroid

associated with a quotient of a tangential k-block over GF(q) to be also

a tangential k-block over GF(q). The result relies heavily on the theory

of modular flats of matroids developed in [7]. As a consequence it is
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shown that there exist tangential fc-blocks over GF(q) of all ranks

r where k+1 <. r £ q . Characteristic polynomials of tangential fe-blocks

obtained from quotients of other tangential fc-blocks are also studied. I t

is shown that if M is a tangential k-block over GF(q) and F is a

modular flat of M which is affine over GF(q) then the simple matroid

associated with the complete Brown truncation of M by F is also a

tangential fc-block over GFiq) . The class of tangential fc-blocks

obtained from complete Brown truncation by modular flats of M(K k )

(.the matroid on the complete graph with q +1 vertices) is studied. I t

is shown that members of this class are also Dilworth truncations of certain

matroids. It is shown that any tangential fc-block over GF(q) with a

modular hyperplane has rank less than or equal to q +1 and contains

as a restriction.
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